
Deep Trekker DTG2 Worker PAckage Fact Sheet

Complete more work, anywhere. 
The Deep Trekker Worker Package transforms the DTG2 from an observation class ROV to a 

light working class. Based on the same completely portable design of the DTG2, the addition 

of sensor intelligence and a two function grabber arm provide the perfect tool for evidence 

and sample retrieval, treasure hunting, environmental monitoring, or search & rescue.  

Reduce the risk of sending a diver in. 
The Deep Trekker DTG2 Worker is capable of retrieving objects up to 50 KG, simply by locking 

onto the object with the grabber and pulling the ROV back by the tether. (Yes, it really is that 

strong.) Reducing the need for your divers to enter dangerous or unknown waters. 

Package Contents
> Deep Trekker DTG2 ROV

> 100 Meters (330 ft) tether

> Integrated super bright screen controller

> Carrying case

> On-screen sensors for auto-heading, auto-depth, temperature, and battery levels

> 2 function grabber arm  

Portable, Affordable, and Easy To Use. 
Investigate the underwater world with our gaming style controller and integrated 

superbright screen. Easily transport the entire unit to any investigation site in one 

carry case. Best of all, no maintenance required.
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Complimentary Products
> Sediment sampler

Ideal when collecting sediment, small samples or small spherical objects.

> Digital Video Recorder (DVR)

Record your work on an SD for later review

> Auxiliary lighting

Ideal when working in extremely dark situations, - increases lighting from 300 to 900 lumens

2 function grabber

> Materials Anodized aluminium - black PVC

> 2 Functions - Open/Close & Rotate continuously

> Jaw Opening 186 mm (7.3”)

> Actuator Force 15 kg (33 lb)

> Lifting Capacity 50 kg (110 lb)

> Time to open/close 7.0 seconds

> Time to rotate 30 deg. 3.2 seconds

> Depth Rating 75m (246 ft)

> Operating Temperature 0 C to 40 C (32 F -104 F)

> Warranty 1 year - parts and labour

Sensors

> Display Text overlay to live video screen

> heading (degrees)

> Depth (meters)

> Water Temperature (degrees C)

> Pitch (degrees)

> Roll (degrees)

> Camera Angle (degrees)

> Turns Counter

> ROV Hour Counter (hours)

> Battery Level Controller & ROV (%)

> Auto-Heading & Auto-Depth intelligence

> Pod Materials PVC

Specifications
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What our customers think ...
“Fishery Officers use our Deep Trekker units (Smart and Worker) to conduct regulatory compli-

ance inspection activities related to aquaculture and fisheries.  Normally, officers cannot easily 

inspect anything underwater, but having a compact ROV allows for efficient and comprehensive 

underwater inspections. The Deep Trekker units are much more versatile than the expensive drop 

cameras that we also use.”                                                      - Neil Jensen, Fisheries & Oceans Canada
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